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Abstract
In the paper we study the dynamics of the complex

patterns in human EEG data during a psychophysiolog-
ical experiment by stimulating cognitive activity with
the perception of ambiguous object. A new method
based on the calculation of the maximum energy com-
ponent for the continuous wavelet transform (skele-
tons) is proposed. The paper presents the processing
results of experimental data for 20 male volunteers.
Skeleton analysis allows us to identify specific patterns
in the EEG data set, appearing in the perception of am-
biguous objects. Thus, it becomes possible to diagnose
some cognitive processes associated with the concen-
tration of attention and recognition of complex visual
objects. In addition, with enough confidence we define
the periods of relaxation, appearing in the intervals be-
tween repeated moments of perception of ambiguous
objects. Studies have shown that for a sufficiently long
discontinuous perception of an object process appears
at a different rate for various volunteers , but with a
similar dynamics of learning to ”rest” (relaxation) be-
tween perceptions of ambiguous images.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the study of brain dynamics in cogni-

tive activity attracted much attention of researchers.
Such studies often used electroencephalography, be-
cause this method is non-invasive and does not require
significant limitations volunteer mobility, nor for costs.
This article is devoted to the study of the popular des-

tinations in cognitive perception of ambiguous images.
The investigations of nonlinear processes in the brain
neural network during perception of ambiguous (the
so-called bi- and multistable) images are very impor-
tant for the understanding of both the visual recognition
of objects and the decision-making process.
Images of this type have been the object of research

for psychologists for a long time [Leopold, Logo-
thetis, 1999; Sterzer, Kleinschmidt, Rees, 2009]. Re-
cently, ambiguous images awoke interest of physi-
cists and mathematicians [Pisarchik, Jaimes-Reategui,
Magallon-Garcia et al., 2014; Runnova, Hramov,
Grubov et al., 2016]. Despite of considerable efforts
of many researchers, the main mechanisms underlying
interpretation of a multistable image are not well under-
stood. At present, perception is known to be a result of
nonlinear processes which take place in the distributed
neural network of occipital, parietal and frontal regions
of the brain cortex [Sterzer, Kleinschmidt, Rees, 2009;
Tong, Meng, Blake, 2006].
The perception of ambiguous (bistable) images was

thoroughly investigated in the last decade. The most
popular bistable images are Rubin vase, Mach bands,
Rorschach test, Boring’s old/young woman illusion,
Necker cube, etc. [Huguet, Rinzel, Hup, 2014; Gigante,
Mattia, Braun et al., 2009; Moreno-Bote, Rinzel, Ru-
bin, 2007; Merk, Schnakenberg, 2002; Aks, Sprott,
2003; Ratcliff, Smith, 2004; Heekeren, Marrett, Unger-
leider, 2008]. From a mathematical point of view,
visual perception of bistable images comprises two
metastable states, each with a duration that varies from
seconds to tens of seconds. One of the perceived im-
ages usually dominates over the other for a relatively
long period of time [Wang, 2012; Pearson, Raskevi-
cius, Bays et al., 2014].



These fundamental results are important to create an
objective paradigm for data processing in cognitive re-
search, because the application of traditional neuro-
physiological methods solely, such as, expert estima-
tions and simple measures of the signal amplitude,
may simplify our understanding of the process. There-
fore, the fine and short-lasting process might be over-
looked. The development of standardized methods
has an important practical application in neurophysi-
ological experiments, including data acquisition, eval-
uation, analysis and processing of results in already
recorded data, as well as in real time, and it is still
an open field for research activity. International re-
search in neurophysiological studies readily engages in
the modeling of cognitive and pathological processes
in the brain neuronal network using nonlinear dynam-
ics tools [Rabinovich, Varona, Selverston et al., 2006;
Hramov, Koronovskii, Midzyanovskaya et al., 2006;
Sitnikova, Hramov, Grubov et al., 2012; Hramov, Ko-
ronovskii, Makarov et al., 2015; van Luijtelaar, Luttjo-
hann, Makarov et al., 2016; Hramov, Sitnikova, Pavlov
et al., 2015].

2 STUDY METHODS
2.1 Experiment
The experimental studies were performed in accor-

dance with the ethical standards of the World Med-
ical Association [World medical association, 2000].
Twenty healthy subjects from a group of unpaid male
volunteers, between the ages of 19 and 30 with a
normal visual acuity participated in the experiments.
The purpose of this experiment is the study of multi–
channel EEG data registration in the unconscious deci-
sion on ambiguous image interpretation.
In our physiological experiment with EEG activity

registration we used a set of images based on a well-
known bistable object, the Necker cube [Necker, 1832],
as a visual stimulus. This is a cube with transparent
faces and visible ribs; an observer without any per-
ception abnormalities treats the Necker cube as a 3D-
object thanks to the specific position of the cube ribs.
Bistability in perception consists in the interpretation of
this 3D-object as to be oriented in two different ways,
in particular, if the different ribs of the Necker cube
are drawn with different intensity. In our experimental
works we have used the Necker cube images with vary-
ing parameter I to be the brightness of the cube wires
converging in the right upper inner corner (Fig. 1). The
brightness of the wires converging in the left lower in-
ner corner is defined as (1− I).
We demonstrated the Necker cube images with differ-

ent wireframe contrasts for a short time, each lasting
between 1.5 and 2.0 seconds, interrupted by a back-
ground abstract picture for 5.0 – 5.5 seconds. The
subject was instructed to press the left or right key
depending on his/her interpretation of the projection
being observed at each demonstration. The use of
the background abstract images allows the neutraliza-

tion of possible negative secondary effect of the previ-
ous Necker cube image. The whole experiment lasted
about 40 min for each patient.
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Figure 1. Examples of distinct Necker cube images with different
wireframe contrasts characterized by control parameter I and frag-
ments of EEG data. These curves are plotted according to the data in
occipital area channels volunteer number 1.

During the experiment we exhibited the pictures
of the Necker cube randomly, each for about
100 times, and recorded brain activity with multi-
channel EEG. As a tool for EEG recording we
used the electroencephalograph–recorder Encephalan-
EEGR-19/26 (Russia) with multiple EEG channels
and the two-button input device. To study EEGs the
monopolar registration method and the classical ten-
twenty electrode system were used. Figure 1 shows
an example of a typical EEG data set from EEG regis-
tration channels of occipital area. It seems occipital re-
gion associated with cognitive processes of perception
of complex spatial objects, which include the Necker
cube.

2.2 Wavelet-based method
In our work we used continuous wavelet trans-

form (CWT) [Hramov, Koronovskii, Makarov et al.,
2015; Koronovskii, Ponomarenko, Prokhorov et al.,
2007; Hramov, Koronovskii, Ponomarenko et al.,
2006; Hramov, Koronovskii, Ponomarenko et al., 2007;
Pavlov, Hramov, Koronovskii et al., 2012] for time-
frequency analysis of oscillatory patterns in EEG.
CWT is a convolution of investigated signal x(t) (EEG
signal in our case) and a set of basic functions ϕs,τ :

W (x, τ) =

∫ ∞
−∞

x(t)ϕ∗s,τdt (1)

Each basic function from this set can be obtained from
one function ϕ0, the so-called mother wavelet, by fol-



lowing transform:

ϕ(s, τ) =
1√
s
ϕ0

(
t− τ
s

)
(2)

In equation (2) ϕ0 — mother wavelet, s — time scale,
which determines extension or compression of initial
mother function, τ — time shift of wavelet transform.
There are a lot of different mother wavelets that find

a use according to the problems of the current study.
In present work we used CWT with Morlet mother
wavelet with parameter ω0 = 2π [Ovchinnikov, Lut-
tjohann, Hramov et al., 2010; Ovchinnikov, Hramov,
Luttjohann et al., 2011]:

ϕ0(η) = π−
1
4 ejω0ηe−

η2

2 (3)

According to papers [Hramov, Koronovskii, 2004;
Hramov, Koronovskii, Ponomarenko et al., 2006; Sit-
nikova, Hramov, Koronovskii et al., 2009; Luijtelaar,
Hramov, Sitnikova et al., 2011; Sitnikova, Hramov,
Grubov et al., 2014] the Morlet wavelet is one of the
most effective in analysis of complex experimental sig-
nals of biological nature (including EEG data) because
of its optimal time-frequency resolution.
In present work intrinsic frequency dynamics was in-

vestigated using “skeletons” of wavelet surfaces [Sit-
nikova, Hramov, Grubov et al., 2014; Sitnikova,
Grubov, Hramov et al., 2011; Hramov, Kharchenko,
Makarov et al., 2016]. The “skeletons” of wavelet sur-
faces are constructed to extract dominant EEG frequen-
cies and determine the evolution of oscillatory patterns
in EEG data. In this paper, we focused on the process-
ing of EEG data recorded in the occipital region (see
Fig. 1). First, the momentary wavelet energy distribu-
tion Ei(fs, t0) was constructed for some time moment
t0.

Ei(fs, t0) = |W (fs, t0)|2 (4)

Then the function Ei(fs, t0) was examined for the
presence of local maximum Emax. If several local
maxima Emax,k were detected in Ei(fs, t0), then the
highest maximum was selected and its frequency was
considered as dominant frequency of oscillatory pat-
tern at given time moment t0. In order to construct full
“skeleton” of wavelet surface the procedure described
above was repeated consequently for all points in time
series of given EEG signal.

3 RESULTS
In our experimental studies we recorded EEG data

during the sufficiently regular ambiguous perception
of complex objects. Between the two moments of the
perception of ambiguous object associated with a spa-
tial imagination Necker cube, a pause is enough to

restore the background activity is not associated with
the cognitive process of spatial modeling. At the mo-
ment, we are not interested in causes, for example, the
phenomenon of cognitive noise, forcing Necker cube
with intensity I perceived as the “left” and “right” [Pis-
archik, Bashkirtseva, Ryashko, 2015]. However, we
directly focused on the processes that occur in the
perception and the internal filling volume of a two-
dimensional object Necker ambiguous image. The vi-
sual analysis of skeleton dynamics is not enough for
math description of the brain neurophysiological pro-
cesses, and we propose a method for an estimation of
level and nature of beta–activity for occipital region in
the human brain. For this we consider the main char-
acteristic of the frequency range of 25–35 Hz, well
traced throughout the duration of the processes associ-
ated with the recognition of ambiguous images for the
majority of volunteers. Note that one volunteer with
displacement of the pattern frequency to 30–38 Hz was
found in the processing data. However, it is clear that
this fact is easily detected and can be corrected adapta-
tion algorithm.

Now we are limiting our processing of multi-channel
EEG data exceptionally occipital area of a brain elec-
trical activity registration, in particular O1, O2, P3, P4,
Pz, C3, C4 and Cz channels of the classical ten-twenty
electrode system. We introduce a numerical criterion
for the presence of alpha-rhythm in every time mo-
ment: the values of first two skeletons are in the range
of 30 to 40 Hz in this time. In other words, if the condi-
tion is satisfied for a particular channel of the occipital
region, the alpha-criterion β is equivalent to the con-
stant, and otherwise β is zero, then β – criterion:

βi =

{
1 if 30 < f i1,2 < 40
0 in other cases

In Figure 2 a shows the result of calculation of the
proposed specifications at any given time for the chan-
nel Pz. This EEG-signal registration is corresponding
to the electricity activity of the interhemispheric slot in
human brain. However, consideration of the signal for
each EEG channel is not convenient and leads to the ac-
cumulation of errors. We have tried to average charac-
teristics of excitable beta–activity for the whole occipi-
tal region. Note that in this case we consider the spatial
and temporal dynamics of occurring beta–pattern cor-
related with the cognitive process of recognition of a
complex ambiguous object. In this case the presence of
the beta–rhythm criterion for each channel, it can sim-
ple sum the “0” and “1”:



β8i =
∑



1 if 30 < fO1
1,2 < 40 or 0 in other cases

1 if 30 < fO2
1,2 < 40 or 0 . . .

1 if 30 < fP3
1,2 < 40 or 0 . . .

1 if 30 < fPz1,2 < 40 or 0 . . .
1 if 30 < fP4

1,2 < 40 or 0 . . .
1 if 30 < fC3

1,2 < 40 or 0 . . .
1 if 30 < fCz1,2 < 40 or 0 . . .
1 if 30 < fC4

1,2 < 40 or 0 . . .

In Figure 2 b we show the calculation result of the
characteristics of β–activity for the whole of the occip-
ital region of the brain. However, we paid attention to
the existence of certain regularities in the distribution
of β–pattern in the occipital region, directly related to
the nature of cognitive activity.
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Figure 2. (a) The dependence of the beta–criterion β over time for
Pz channel. (b) The dependence of the beta–criterion β8i for brain
occipital region.

4 CONCLUSION
In this paper we have considered the technique for

study evolution of the complex patterns in human EEG
data during a psychophysiological experiment by stim-
ulating cognitive activity with the perception of am-
biguous object. The new method based on continuous
wavelet transform allows to estimate the energy contri-
bution of various components in the general and partial
dynamics of the electrical activity for the projections of
various areas of the brain.
The results of these studies appear promising for fur-

ther study of the dynamics and the activity of the cere-
bral cortex in cognitive processes of various kinds. The
technique is based on the calculation of the wavelet
skeleton, it is universal for the study of various pro-
cesses. Furthermore, this approach is highly customiz-
able to individual features volunteers that allows the
theoretical possibility of that using in the biofeedback
systems.
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